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Solution Implementation (SI)
Data Sheet

YOU DESERVE A
PEACE OF MIND
TECHNOLOGY IS NOT ENOUGH
You know you must transform your
contracts generation and signing, but
how do you start? How do you solve
the whole problem, not just waste time
and money on the latest technology?

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU NEE D
Maybe you don't have all the contracts
& signing software expertise in house
to deliver on your vision. You want a
team of experts to design a turn-key
solution, develope it, and help you
launch it.

HOW Y OU’LL WIN
Translate your vision and roadmap to a
turn-key solution, hiring the best minds
who’ve developed similar software,
getting a peace of mind that the final
solution will make your customers’,
your coworkers’ and your life easier.

It's understandable that you don't trust

We provide you with a team of experts

consulting or technology firms to solve

who’ve developed contracts and signing

your whole problem.

automation for companies in your and
other industries.

Many focus just on their piece of
technology and offer no turn-key

You’ll gain the advantage of their

solutions, nor even recommendations

experience to bypass the trial and errors

on how to solve the whole problem.

of developing a complete solution. As a
result, you’ll have a turn-key solution to

Solving your contracting and signing

realize your vision to optimize your

needs shouldn't just include a piece of

operations, gain higher customer

technology or a tool.

satisfaction and market share.

It should include all the systems, the

Simple Integration Plan

personnel, the processes, the

Your time is of great value.

development, training and the
maintenance necessary to address all

Our goal is to efficiently and quickly

your customers’ and staff’s needs.

translate your vision & roadmap into a
working solution.
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Before meeting your assigned ValTeo team, our staff will review

Deliverables

your needs internally with them and set up an introductory,



Solution Design

remote call with you and your staff.



Business Adoption Acceleration Plan (BAAP)
o

During this introductory call, we’ll review what we learned about

Use case implementation roadmap based on
ROI and other metrics calculations

your needs and provide an overview of the

o

Simple Integration Plan:

Recommended training and support rigor,
curriculum and infrastructure

o
1. Kickoff & Review Requirements

Recommended release marketing /
announcements

2. Design & Develop Solution



Developed Solution

3. Stabilize



Training Material for Users & Admins

4. Deploy & Review



Support Material for Marketing & Help Desk

Typical Timeline

Price

This package timeline is flexible to accommodate your

Available after assessment of your specific needs &

availability. Typically, your team will be assigned within a week

requirements.

from purchase. Though the solution development timelines vary,
typical implementation will be within six to 12 weeks.

Our Promise to You
…is to deliver a working solution of highest value:


You'll be assigned a team of experts on process
optimization, software design, development,
management, deployment, maintenance and solution
adoption



“When we contacted ValTeo Tech, we had
no idea what we needed. We had a general
idea of how we wanted the process to flow.
ValTeo helped us convert our ideas into a
practical platform. Now we have a platform
that is better than we imagined and is
infinitely scalable.”
Miguel Colon, CEO, Crescendo Media
Legal eDiscovery Service Provider

You'll be well informed of all design options, market Best
Practices, decision tradeoffs, and solution progress
throughout



You'll have working software at regular increments to
review and use



You'll get a complete schedule of your solution
deliverables



You'll have training on the solution design, development,
maintenance and adoption



You'll have complete access to your assigned team of
experts to address any questions about the solution not
just during but also after it's delivery

“ValTeoTech met our company’s need for
leasing contract automation. Their
comprehensive understanding of eSigning and
processes, as well as respect for our business
requirements, enabled the successful
implementation of our request in a timely
manner. I would recommend ValTeo Tech to
any company looking to update a legacy
document business process.”
Susan P., Operations Manager
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